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I. INTRODUCTION

I S A protection scheme that provides high availability to
connections (provisioned in a telecom network) always

better? Surely, a high-availability protection scheme, which can
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decrease downtimes experienced by connections and therefore
can reduce (or even eliminate) Service Level Agreement (SLA)
violations, is highly desirable. However, providing such high
availability usually requires high capacity (e.g., bandwidth)
consumption and requires the network operator (NO) to up-
grade the network by often adding bandwidth to avoid capacity
exhaustion, especially under sustained traffic growth. Thus,
in the context of a telecom network, providing the right level
of protection to connections presents a tradeoff between SLA
violations and upgrade costs.
A possible way to address such a tradeoff between SLA vi-

olation and upgrade cost consists in altering the connections'
protection schemes based on the available amount of excess ca-
pacity (EC). In this study, we consider that backbone mesh net-
works typically have EC, i.e., the unused capacity which any
operational network usually has to accommodate traffic fluctua-
tions and to provision new connections. Connections can be pro-
visioned by high-availability high-capacity protection schemes
when the network has a large amount of EC and, when EC be-
comes low, they can be switched to low-availability low-ca-
pacity protection schemes.
In [1], we proposed an EC management scheme that

improves network robustness in terms of various SLA speci-
fications. Here, we extend our work with the consideration of
service differentiation and upgrade costs because, in case of
a network supporting differentiated services, the connections'
tolerable downtimes may be different and the values of the
tolerable downtimes may change in time. Thus, in this study,
we investigate a new EC management scheme that exploits
EC dynamically to decrease costs to the network operator
in terms of both SLA violations and upgrade costs, while
meeting the connections' diversified downtime requirements.
Note that while services are traditionally differentiated from
a quality-of-service (QoS) perspective (e.g., [2]), here we
consider differentiation from protection perspective, where
connections are provisioned by a certain protection scheme
depending on their initial requirements (e.g., availability target)
and switched to high- or low-availability protection schemes
(by reprovisioning backup resources) depending on their
changing tolerable downtimes and amount of EC available at
a given time.

A. Related Work
Service differentiation in terms of reliability requirements of

connections has been defined in [3] and [4], and several others
have studied routing of connections considering differentiated
reliability (DiR) [5]–[10] or availability [11], [12]. Some of
these works (e.g., [5]–[8]) consider provisioning connections
with a differentiated reliability guarantees against single-link
failures, and some others consider the case where a network



link fails independently. For instance, [9] defines the concept
of quality-of-protection (QoP), i.e., the probability of a connec-
tion to survive a failure under a specific protection, [10] con-
siders different protection schemes for different IP services in
an IP-over-WDM network, and [11] and [12] consider provi-
sioning connections on the paths that satisfy their availability re-
quirements. All these works focus on the initial reliability/avail-
ability requirements of connections. However, reliability/pro-
tection needs may change in time because connections' toler-
able downtimes change due to failures, and the network oper-
ator should reactively respond to these changes.
There are some works that consider the changing needs of

connections [13]–[16]. Reference [13] considers a low-avail-
ability low-capacity protection scheme, namely shared-path
protection, such that, while admitting a new connection, the
network operator recalculates SLA requirements of existing
connections based on their remaining holding times and down-
times, and adjusts the sharing of backup resources to meet the
new connection's SLA requirements. Other works [14]–[16]
consider backup reprovisioning (e.g., [17]–[22]) to reoptimize
backup resources because of network state changes (e.g., link
failure). References [14] and [15] focus on ring networks, and
[16] focuses on mesh networks, and they prioritize services by
monitoring the downtime experienced by connections and re-
provision backup resources to provide protection to connections
that are close to violating (or have already violated) their SLA
and left others unprotected. These studies consider to provide
protection/no protection options (e.g., [16]) or low-availability
low-capacity protection schemes (e.g., [13]) to get benefit of
low resource consumption, while avoiding to violate connec-
tions' SLAs. However, we note that EC can be exploited to
provide better protection to connections and to jointly address
the connections' changing protection requirements and capacity
exhaustion.
Exploiting EC has been investigated in some studies (e.g., [1],

[23], and [24]), but it is a fairly unexplored field. Reference [23]
proposes an ECmanagement scheme to meet SLA requirements
by employing a borrowing/lending bandwidth scheme. Refer-
ence [24] proposes to exploit EC by provisioning additional
backup paths to increase availability. In general, EC is exploited
to provide improved management of backup resources.

B. Our Contribution

In this study, we focus on protection schemes that guarantee
100% protection against single-link failures and provide dif-
ferent levels of availability to connections. Thus, we consider
different protection schemes that we put in two categories:
1) high-availability (and high-capacity), and 2) low-availability
(and low-capacity) protection schemes that provide different
level of availability against multiple failures.
In the admission process, connections can enjoy high-avail-

ability protection if EC in the network is large. When the
network state changes under traffic growth, the requirements
of connections may also change depending on their downtime
tolerances. Reprovisioning of backup resources can readjust
the connections' availabilities (by altering their protection
schemes), increase EC in the network, and avoid early up-
grades. Thus, proper utilization of EC can play a very crucial
role for service differentiation in terms of protection needs

and for smooth capacity upgrade (i.e., balancing between SLA 
violations and upgrade costs).
In our work, for the first time, we consider to exploit EC to 

provide different levels of availability to support differentiated 
services with different protection schemes, while keeping the 
upgrade costs under control. Note that our approach is appli-
cable to general mesh networks. However, we focus on optical 
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) networks as telecom 
backbone networks, and we assume that a connection requires 
a full wavelength channel.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we survey 

different protection schemes to compare their effects on SLA 
violation and upgrade cost. We propose our EC management 
approach in Section III and alternative ECM schemes in 
Section IV. We evaluate our proposed schemes in Section V and 
conclude the study in Section VI.

II. PROTECTION SCHEMES

In this study, we explore the opportunities to exploit the trade-
offs (i.e., high availability versus low bandwidth) of different 
protection schemes based on the connections' initial require-
ments and their changing tolerable downtimes after network 
failures. To explore these tradeoffs, we compare different pro-
tection schemes in terms of connection availability and capacity 
requirement. We consider three different protections: Dedicated 
Link Protection (DLP), where each link on a connection's pri-
mary path is protected by a dedicated path; protection, 
where the primary path of a connection is protected by link-
disjoint backup paths; and Shared Path Protection (SPP), where 
a primary path is protected by a backup path and backup re-
sources are shared among connections.
There are several studies [1], [25]–[28] that analyze and com-

pare these protection schemes and can give information about 
the availability provided and their resource consumption. Nu-
merical examples conducted on a US-wide network in [1] show 
that, for typical parameters, DLP can provide 0.99999 avail-
ability to connections, while provides 0.99998 availability, 
and SPP's availability varies between 0.999 and 0.9998, de-
pending on amount of sharing. The same study also showed that 
the capacity required for DLP and are 3.3 and 2.5 times 
of the capacity required for SPP, on average. Reference [25] 
states similar numbers for resource consumption, e.g., capacity 
required for DLP and are 2.8 and 1.6 times of capacity 
requirement of SPP. Reference [26] evaluates that the average 
number of connections down when two simultaneous link fail-
ures occur for SPP is 1.39 times the down connections for
(in a 15-node mesh network). The same study shows that ca-
pacity required for is 1.2 times higher than the capacity 
required for SPP. References [27] and [28] confirm that 
shows higher availability than SPP, and [28] also shows that 
availability increases for with increasing , and  it  de-
creases when sharing increases. Thus, we can classify DLP and

as high-capacity high-availability protections, and SPP 
as a low-availability low-capacity protection.

III. EXCESS CAPACITY MANAGEMENT (ECM)
The amount of EC in the network fluctuates, in the near 

form as the traffic fluctuates and in the longer term as net-
work resources get close to be exhausted by traffic growth 
(EC decreases) or as new network resources get increased by



network upgrades (EC increases). EC can be exploited by ad-
mitting connections using high-availability protection schemes 
according to the amount of EC in the network and SLA require-
ments of connections. When a connection arrives, we consider 
DLP as the first choice to provide high-availability protection 
because DLP meets high service expectations better than 
and SPP.1 If network resources are not enough to provide DLP 
to the connection, the next option is . However, EC might 
not be enough to provide a high-availability protection to the 
connection request, then EC should be managed properly to 
accept the connection while the existing connections' different 
protection requirements are respected. In this scenario, our 
ECM scheme addresses the following questions.
1) If EC does not suffice to provide high-availability pro-

tection to the connection request, should the connection
be protected by a low-availability protection scheme or
should EC be increased by reprovisioning to provide high-
availability protection to the connection request?

2) If reprovisioning is required, how can one match existing
connections' different protection needs and current EC in
the network?

3) After reprovisioning, if EC is not sufficient to provide pro-
tection to the connection, is an early upgrade of network
capacity required?

4) If the connection is successfully established, is proactive
reprovisioning still required to avoid capacity exhaustion?

Fig. 1 is a flowchart of the ECM, and details are as follows.

A. Low-Availability Protection or Reprovisioning
A low-availability protection scheme, e.g., SPP in our ECM

approach, may provide sufficient availability to the connection
to avoid SLA violations. An NO can determine if SPP meets the
requested connection's availability requirement by using
an availability threshold (i.e., comparing the connection
availability target to the average availability provided to the
connections with SPP in the past). However, decision of
is not straightforward because availability provided by SPP de-
pends on network load (e.g., amount of sharing) and network's
state (e.g., downtimes experienced by connections) both change
in time. Thus, needs to be dynamic. For instance, the NO
can update periodically. The long-term average availability
provided by SPP might be a reasonable choice for , but the
amount of sharing and the network's state change with failures,
traffic growth, and network upgrades. Thus, the most current
values tend to better reflect the state of the process. An estimate
that places more emphasis on the most recent data would there-
fore be more useful. Hence, we use an exponentially weighted
moving average2 (EWMA). The estimate in period
is given by

if
if (1)

1 (where ) can provide availability as high as DLP, but it might
not be always feasible to find link-disjoint paths.

2A type of infinite impulse response filter that applies weighting factors that
decrease exponentially (i.e., the weighting for each older datum point decreases
exponentially, never reaching zero). This concept is commonly used for noise
reduction in the process industries and round-trip-time estimation in TCP algo-
rithms.

Fig. 1. Admission of a connection in ECM.

where is a constant between 0 and 0.5, and is average
availability provided by SPP in period . Numerical examples
show that SLA violations decrease most when , they
increase slightly when or , and significantly
when . Note that other types of estimation methods
such as average availability or a static threshold can be used.
In our numerical examples, the performance of our ECM ap-
proach with different choices of estimation methods are
very close to each other. EWMA provides slightly better per-
formance compared to other choices, and this is the reason why
we chose it for our approach.
If current network resources are insufficient to admit the con-

nection with any protection scheme or , the method
tries to set up a primary path for the connection and then trig-
gers backup reprovisioning (called lazy trigger) regardless of
whether primary is set up or not. Note that if primary is already
set up, the reprovisioning phase will return a backup path also
for the new connection. If primary path could not have been



set up before reprovisioning because of lack of resources, ECM
tries to provision the connection's primary and backup path(s)
after reprovisioning.

B. Diffserv-Aware Backup Reprovisioning With Multiple
Protection Schemes

Reprovisioning increases EC in the network so that future
connections will have more opportunity to be established. How-
ever, while reprovisioning backup resources, connections' pro-
tection needs should be examined and satisfied with the amount
of EC in the network. Connections may experience downtimes
due to failures, and theymay get close to violation of their SLAs.
At this point, the protection scheme of such connections might
not be good enough to protect them from initiating or increasing
SLA violations for the rest of their holding times. Thus, these
connections need to be switched to high-availability protection
schemes.
On the other hand, there might be some other connections that

can afford failures because they had not been experiencingmuch
downtimes until the given time. Then, these connections can be
provisioned by low-availability protection for their remaining
holding time. Since switching these connections to low-avail-
ability protection by backup reprovisioning increases EC in the
network, connections that need high-availability protection can
preempt freed backup resources to switch to high-availability
protection.
To determine connections' protection requirements at the time

of reprovisioning, we use urgency level (UL) concept, which
is introduced in [16], i.e., the higher the UL of a connection,
the better protection it needs. In [16], UL is defined as a func-
tion of allowed number of failures (ANF), remaining holding
time (RHT), and some penalty parameters for violating SLA.
Wemodify the UL definition to capture the downtime tolerances
of connections without dealing with all the input parameters in-
troduced in [16]. ANF of connection at a given time describes
the risk of SLA violation and is defined as

(2)

where is the target availability specified in SLA (e.g., 2–9s,
4–9s, etc.), is holding time of connection , is down-
time of connection , and is mean time to repair of a
failure. When , a connection cannot afford any more
failure. In this case, a connection needs better protection than
the current one (i.e., UL is high), and and are directly
proportional since the less the time left to terminate the connec-
tion, the less risk the connection has. The of connection at
time of reprovisioning is given by

if (3a)
if (3b)
if otherwise (3c)

where , SLA downtime, is downtime after the connec-
tion 's SLA is violated, (3a) means that connection can afford
failure(s) and its UL is proportional to its remaining holding
time and inversely proportional to how many more failures it

can afford, (3b) shows that connection cannot afford any fail-
ures and its UL depends on its RHT , and (3c) shows
that connection 's SLA is already violated and urgency depends
on how much SLA is violated and the remaining holding time
of the connection.
1) Problem Formulation: The optimal backup reprovi-

sioning where the objective is minimizing the total backup
resources has been studied in several works (e.g., [17]) consid-
ering single protection scheme. Our objective is to provide the
best possible protection to connections based on their ULs. We
formulate and solve the problem into a mathematical model as
an integer linear program (ILP) as follows.
• Given:
— : Network topology, is set of nodes, and is

set of links.
— : Set of existing connections,

where and are source and destination of connec-
tion , respectively.

— , , and : Positive integers for DLP,
, and SPP, respectively, used to form objective

function and , to ensure
that connections whose ULs are high are protected by
high-availability connections.

— : Number of free wavelengths on link .
— : , if primary path of connection is routed

through link , otherwise .
• Binary variables:
— , or is equal to 1, if is protected

by DLP, , or SPP, respectively.
— : , if backup path of connection is routed

through link .
— : , if backup path of link is routed

through link and .
• Integer Variables:
— : Number of backup wavelengths on link .

• Objective:

(4)
• Constraints:
— Flow conservation constraints:

(5)



(6)

— Protection constraints:

(7)

— Link-disjoint constraints:

(8)
(9)

— Capacity constraints3:

(10)
(11)

The objective function (4) provides high-availability protection
to those connections whose UL is high. The second term in the
objective function is required to avoid long backup paths, where
should be a small number to avoid compromising the primary

objective (the first term in the objective function). In our exam-
ples, we see that should not exceed 10 . Flow-conservation
constraints are set for both path and link protection in (5) and
(6), respectively. Constraint in (7) is required to provide protec-
tion by one of the protection schemes to each connection. Equa-
tion (8) ensures that primary and backup paths are link-disjoint
and (9) ensures that the backup path of a link does not go through
itself. Equations (10) and (11) limit total backup resources on a
link by free resources on the link, where MAS is maximum al-
lowed sharing to limit sharing [17].
Reference [29] proves that spare capacity allocation problem

with arc-flow formulation is NP-complete for both DPP and
SPP. Considering that DLP is another version of DPP and we
only provision backup resources (each link on primary path of a
connection can be considered as a distinct subconnections), the
backup reprovisioning problem for DLP is reducible to the DPP
problem. If we assume that each connection request requires
DPP (or SPP or DLP), our problem becomes the standard DPP
(or SPP or DLP) optimization problem. Therefore, our problem
is also an NP-complete problem since the DPP (or SPP or DLP)
optimization problem is NP-complete.
2) Heuristic: Since ILP is not scalable and therefore in-

tractable for large networks, we develop a heuristic for backup
reprovisioning, shown in Algorithm 1. The heuristic first cal-
culates ULs and sorts connections in descending order with
respect to their ULs (the first connection in the sorted set is
the connection that needs high-availability protection most ur-
gently). Then, some UL thresholds have to be set such that con-
nections whose ULs are above a threshold need urgent care

3 operation in (6) and (10) is used to obtain a binary variable by using and
operation. For instance, let and be binary variables, then can be
obtained by the following constraints: , , and

.

(high-availability protection) and those whose ULs are below
the threshold can tolerate possible failures, so a low-availability
protection scheme would be sufficient for them. Hence, our ap-
proach uses two thresholds: and , where connections
whose ULs are more than are switched to DLP, those
whose ULs are between and are switched to ,
and the rest of the connections' backup resources are reprovi-
sioned by using SPP. Low UL thresholds increase the portion of
connections protected by high-availability protection schemes
(which decreases SLA violations), but require high capacity and
might cause unnecessary upgrades. High UL thresholds might
prevent such upgrades, but may increase SLA violations. Thus,
we propose a trial-and-error type of UL-threshold calculation.
We use the concept of decile in descriptive statistics where we
divide the set of sorted connections into 10 equal-sized con-
nection sets whose boundaries are markedwith deciles, i.e., nine
values that divide . Our approach sets the first decile and

the second decile (i.e., 10% of the connections will be
protected by SPP, another 10% by , and the rest by DLP)
in the first round. If the reprovisioning is unsuccessful because
of high resource requirements, then our approach tries higher
decile values. The following equation shows which decile is set
as UL threshold for each trial , where :

(12a)

(12b)

For , most of the connections are below , and only
a small portion (1/10) are above this threshold. If reprovisioning
for is unsuccessful, where and de-
termines the maximum number of trials, an early upgrade (dis-
cussed below) is required since current network resources are
not sufficient to provide different levels of services. After the
upgrade, reprovisioning reinitiates with . Note that, while
low values may cause frequent early upgrades, but de-
crease SLA violations by providing high-availability protection
schemes to the majority of connections, high values de-
creases the upgrade costs.
A shortest-path algorithm (SPA) has computational com-

plexity of for the given topology .
It is performed for each link for DLP-reprovisioning and for
each connection for - and SPP-reprovisioning. Thus,
the complexity of Algorithm 1 is

, given that is
the average hop count of a connection's primary path, reprovi-
sioned by DLP.
Note that switching backup resources from one protection to

another requires reconfiguration of network resources, which
can be easily handled in the GMPLS [30] control plane of
today's state-of-the-art optical networks.

C. Early Upgrade
After reprovisioning, if EC is not enough to provide protec-

tion to the new connection, or reprovisioning is unsuccessful,
then an early upgrade is required to avoid rejection. Different
upgrade policies, trying to minimize blocking probability, ex-
haustion probability, or wavelength fill ratio, have been devel-
oped (e.g., [31]–[33]). Since our approach focuses on exploiting



Algorithm 1: Backup Reprovisioning for ECM

1: Create the connection set to be reprovisioned .
2: Calculate the ULs.
3: Sort connections in descending order with respect to their

ULs and set trial number .
4: Set UL thresholds by (12a) and (12b).
5: Free backup resources.
6: Take first connection from .
7: Identify set of links which are on primary path of .

where and are ingress and egress
nodes of link .

8: if , then
9: Pick an unprotected link from .
10: Update link costs for each link by

, if and
, where and are total and free

number of wavelength on link . , otherwise.
11: Use SPA to compute backup path of link .
12: if a finite-cost path is found, then provision backup

path, else go to Step 23.
13: if all links on are protected, then remove from

and go to Step 24, else go to Step 9.
14: else if , then
15: Update link costs for each link by

, if and
. , otherwise.

16: Use SPA to compute backup path of .
17: if a finite-cost path is found, then provision backup

path, remove from , and go to Step 24, else go
to Step 23.

18: else if then
19: Update link costs for each link by , if

existing backup wavelengths of link can be shared
and . , if ,
existing backup wavelengths of link cannot be
shared, but . , otherwise ( is a
small number, e.g., 10 ).

20: Use SPA to compute backup path of .
21: if a finite-cost path is found, then provision backup

path, remove from , and go to Step 6, else go to
Step 24.

22: end if
23: if , then increment and go to Step 4, else

upgrade the network resources and go to Step 3.
24: if , then return success, else go to Step 6.

EC under existence of an upgrade model rather than proposing
an upgrade model, ECM is applicable to any upgrade model that
periodically upgrades network resources. Note that the upgrade
model should also be able to provide an early upgrade as an ad-
ditional upgrade to the periodic one to provide protection to all
connections after an unsuccessful backup reprovisioning.
Here, we consider an upgrade model that aims at maintaining

the maximum primary-resource utilization (i.e., ratio between

bandwidth consumed by primary paths on a link and the total 
bandwidth of that link) of links in a certain time period 
under a certain threshold, (NOs usually want to keep pri-
mary-resource utilization low so that the network can handle 
traffic growth). This model does not consider the bandwidth 
used by backup paths because amount of backup resources used 
for a connection might change due to switching from one pro-
tection scheme to another. The additional bandwidth required 
for upgrade both in case of periodic upgrade and complemen-
tary early upgrade is as follows:

if periodic upgrade
if early upgrade

(13)

where is total bandwidth of link , is the max-
imum bandwidth used for primary paths on link since the last
upgrade of the network, and is required to determine how
much bandwidth to add in period in advance in case of early
upgrade. The NO can select different values depending on
available upgrade budget in period . If the NO cannot afford
early upgrade, is equal to 0. Since the NO would not want to
reject any connection request, we assume that .

D. Proactive Reprovisioning

After the connection is established, ECM checks the max-
imum resource consumption ratio ,
where is the resource consumption ratio on link . If
is greater than a certain threshold , it triggers reprovi-
sioning. It is called proactive triggering because ECM does not
have to wait for reprovisioning until a capacity exhaustion oc-
curs. Reference [34] suggested to upgrade networks when re-
source consumption exceeds 60%, so we consider to
reprovision backup resources to free capacity.

IV. ALTERNATIVE ECM SCHEMES

A. ECM With and SPP

In this case, for a high-availability protection scheme, the NO
can choose to use instead of DLP. In the admission phase,
the NO tries to provision protection, where depends
on the maximum link-disjoint backup paths for any node pair in
the network. If resources are not sufficient or topology does not
support , ECM decrements and repeats the process until

, then it checks if the connection can be provisioned by a
low-availability protection scheme. For backup reprovisioning
phase, we consider a trial-and-error approach (for ) since
ECM cannot know a priori how many backup paths a connec-
tion can get. Backup reprovisioning heuristic can be obtained
by replacing Steps 7–22 in Algorithm 1 by the steps shown in
Algorithm 2. The new algorithm reprovisions backup resources
of those connections whose ULs are higher than by ,
and lower ones by SPP. Determination of again can be
done by (12b). While reprovisioning by , Algorithm 2
starts from and decrements the number of backup paths until
reprovisioning by is successful. Otherwise, it returns a
failure for reprovisioning. SPA is run at most times
for each connection for -reprovisioning and once for



Algorithm 2: Backup Reprovisioning for ECM

Set .
if , then

Update link costs for each link by
, if and

, where and are total and free
number of wavelength on link . , otherwise.
if link-disjoint paths are available, then provision
them, remove from , and go to Step 6; else
decrement .
if , then go to Step 24; else go to previous step.

else if , then
Repeat Steps 19–21 in Algorithm 1.

end if

SPP-reprovisioning. Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 2
is .

B. ECM With Single Protection

The NO might also decide to protect connections using a
single protection scheme (to decrease control complexity).
Thus, we propose two ECM approaches: ECM with and
ECM with SPP. Fig. 2 shows the admission process for both
approaches. The truncated part, Part (B') (below dashed line),
is identical to Part (B) in Fig. 1; L-SPP and H-SPP are defined
below.
1) ECMWith : Increasing increases availability, but

requires larger EC. Thus, our approach starts with an value
, when the amount of EC is large and the topology supports
number of link-disjoint paths. If providing link-disjoint

paths is not possible, ECM decrements and tries again. The
main difference between ECMwith and ECM with

is that ECM with never tries shared protection and
directly calls backup reprovisioning.
This approach does not require a threshold like previous

ECM approaches because it reprovisions connections by
starting from highest possible . Connections are sorted in
descending order w.r.t. their ULs. Thus, connections that have
high ULs have more of a chance to get a large number of backup
paths. This heuristic is similar to Algorithm 2 excluding Steps 5
and 9–13 (i.e., there is no threshold and shared protection), and
its complexity is .
2) ECM With SPP: Different levels of protection with SPP

can be obtained by adjusting the amount of sharing, i.e., less
sharing results in high availability, and vice versa. The typ-
ical cost assignments to provision backup resources for SPP
(e.g., [35]) always tend to maximize sharing among backup re-
sources, even in those network states where there is enough EC
to provision the backup path on less-shared resources at the time
of provisioning. However, increase in sharing among backup re-
sources decreases the availability [1], [27]. Thus, a cost assign-
ment that maximizes sharing might cause unnecessary avail-
ability reduction even if the network has a considerable amount
of EC. In [36], we proposed a cost assignment that helps to ex-
ploit EC and increases availability by preferring less-shared or

Fig. 2. Admission process in single-protection scenario.

free resources to provision backup paths. We call SPP using
cost assignment in [36] less-shared path protection (L-SPP),
which can be used when the amount of EC is large. Reprovi-
sioning connections by high-shared path protection (i.e., using
typical cost assignment which encourages sharing), H-SPP, in-
creases the availability. ECM with SPP exploits the different
levels of protection provided by L-SPP and H-SPP. The ad-
mission process is shown in Fig. 2. Note that L-SPP is good
for urgent connections with its higher avail-
ability than H-SPP for backup reprovisioning. Backup repro-
visioning heuristic can be obtained by replacing Steps 7–22 in
Algorithm 1 by steps shown in Algorithm 3. Its complexity is

.

V. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

A. Example Settings
1) Topology: We study our proposed ECM approaches on the

network shown in Fig. 3, a US-wide network with wavelength
conversion (e.g., optical switches with O/E/O conversion). Ini-
tially, the network is empty (no connections are provisioned),
and each link has 16 wavelengths in opposite directions. The



colors of nodes indicate the population (in millions) served by
each node (adopted from [37]).
2) TrafficModel: We consider two traffic growthmodels: ex-

ponential and linear. Arrival rate (per day) of connections orig-
inating from node and destined to node during month for
exponential and linear traffic growth are as follows:

(14a)
(14b)

where is the initial arrival rate between node pair ,
and and are constant parameters. We keep [33]
and determine different and parameters depending
on the total population served by all nodes, and population
served by source and destination as follows:

(15)

(16)

where and denote the initial arrival rate of requests and
constant to generate values, respectively. For illustrations,
we consider and a 5-year time interval. We conduct
numerical examples for network loads varying between 20 and
400 Erlangs. We run our approaches 10 times for each , and
our results show the average.
Connections' availability requirements follow the distribution

0.9999: 0.9995: 0.999: 0.99: 0.95 1: 5: 15: 30: 50.
3) Upgrade Model: We assume in our upgrade model

is equal to 0.3, so the rest of the link capacity can be used for
backup resources and to avoid capacity exhaustion.4 We assume
that . Note that this choice provides half of the actual
upgrade requirement in advance and the rest will be provided
at the end of the upgrade period. We consider 6-month upgrade
periods.
4) Failure Model: We consider two failure models: fragile

and robust. Links experience independent failures, and some
links (called failure-prone links) are more prone to failures than
others (rare-failure links), where each link falls in one of these
two categories with equal probability. For each failure model
and for each link category, mean time between failures (MTBF)
is uniformly distributed between values shown in Table I. We
consider that time to repair is exponentially distributed with
mean of 12 h.
5) Cost Model: We define a cost model that captures SLA

violation penalty and upgrade costs as follows:

(17)

where is penalty per hour, is the set of connections ad-
mitted, is downtime of connection after SLA is vio-
lated, is cost of adding one wavelength to a fiber link (which
usually requires a pair of optical transponders as CapEx), and

is number of added wavelengths to link . The typical
penalty per hour values for SLA violation given by [16]

4For instance, [25] suggests that the capacity required for backup resources
can be 1.6 times the capacity required for primary resources for .

Fig. 3. US-wide network with population levels.

Algorithm 3: Backup Reprovisioning for ECM with SPP

if , then
Update link costs by for each link by

, if existing backup
wavelengths of link can be shared and .

, if , existing backup
wavelengths of link cannot be shared, but .

, otherwise.
Use SPA to find backup path of .
if a finite-cost path is found, then provision backup
path and go to Step 6, else go to Step 24.

else if , then
Repeat Steps 19–21 in Algorithm 1.

end if

TABLE I
MTBF (HOURS) FOR FAILURE MODELS

varies from $7200 to $23 000, and [38] estimates the cost of a
pair of 10 G transponders around $5000. Thus, the typical value
of varies between 0.2 and 0.7. We consider the total cost
at the end of 5 years while neglecting the inflation (as it affects
both and ).

B. Comparison
We compare our ECM approach to al-

ternative ones ( , and ), where
and for , and with the following two traditional
approaches (upgrade policy is also applied for them):
• No protection Here, connections are
provisioned by . If is not available, they are pro-
visioned without protection. In the reprovisioning phase,
connections are sorted w.r.t. their ULs and reprovisioned
by , if it is feasible; else, they are unprotected.

• Shared Path Protection (SPP): Now, connections are
provisioned by SPP. For reprovisioning, connections are
sorted w.r.t. their ULs and reprovisioned by SPP.



Fig. 4. Comparison of total cost in 5 years for fragile failure model and expo-
nential traffic growth, when .

TABLE II
AVERAGE COST SAVINGS UNDER DIFFERENT FAILURE AND TRAFFIC

GROWTH MODELS

Fig. 4 compares ECM to
and SPP in terms of total cost in 5 years for fragile failure
model and exponential traffic growth, when . Our
ECM approach shows very low cost compared to traditional
approaches because, in this scenario, due to unprotected con-
nections in and high-backup resource sharing in
SPP, traditional approaches show high SLA violations, while
our approach decreases SLA violations significantly with
high-availability protections and keeps upgrade costs under
control by providing low-availability protections to some
connections. Table II shows average cost savings over different
network loads compared to and SPP for different
failure and traffic growth models. Compared to ,
cost savings are less for fragile failure profiles than the ones
for robust failure profiles because SLA violations increase for
ECM due to increase in backup-resource sharing and upgrade
costs increase due to high-availability protection requirement.
However, even for the fragile-exponential scenario, cost sav-
ings compared to are significant. Compared to SPP,
cost savings are more for the fragile failure model than the
savings for robust failure models because SPP suffers more due
to sharing, while our approach uses high-availability protection
schemes more than SPP in fragile models.
Fig. 5 shows average cost savings of ECM approaches

compared to for different failure and traffic growth
models, when . For all the scenarios, ECM with

results in the lowest cost. Intuitively, for
fragile failure model, SPP fails to handle frequent and simul-
taneous failures, and it fails more in exponential traffic growth
model due to high backup-resource sharing. Thus, for fragile
failure model under exponential traffic growth, SPP's low-ca-
pacity-requirement (low-upgrade-cost) advantage disappears

Fig. 5. Average cost savings of various ECM approaches compared to
for .

Fig. 6. Cost reduction with different (traffic load Erlangs).

with rapid increase in SLA violation penalty. Fig. 5 validates
this statement, where ECMs without SPP are less costly than
their counterparts using SPP (e.g., ECM costs
more than ECM ). However, when the traffic growth
is linear, sharing decreases. Thus, SLA violation penalties
decrease. Thus, for fragile failure model, ECMs using SPP
become closer to ECMs without SPP. If the failure model
is robust, SLA violation penalties due to sharing decrease
significantly, thus ECMs using SPP become less costly than
ECMs without SPP. ECM with exploits
advantages of the three different protection schemes based on
differentiated protection needs of connections, thus it shows
lowest cost for any type of failure or traffic growth model.
1) Effect of Cost Model: The above comparisons are made

for . Fig. 6 shows cost savings, which can be
achieved by our approach, compared to for different

, when traffic load is 200 Erlangs. Our approach shows
significant cost savings (more than 70%), especially for fragile
failure model, for practical cost ratios depending on failure and
traffic growth model. performs better if ,
which is an impractical value, for robust failure model and
linear traffic growth.
2) Comparison to Pure ECM: In [1], we consider an ECM

scheme with without considering the dif-
ferentiated protection needs of connections. In that approach,
connections enjoy high-availability protection when EC is high
(regardless of their SLA requirements), and they are all repro-
visioned by a low-availability protection scheme, when EC be-
comes low (regardless of their downtime tolerances at the time



Fig. 7. Cost reduction compared to ECM without considering DiffServ
.

TABLE III
COST SAVINGS WITH ILP VERSUS HEURISTIC REPROVISIONING

of reprovisioning). We compare our approach (ECM for Dif-
ferentiated Services), ECM considering differentiated needs of
connections with the approach we proposed in [1] (pure ECM).
Fig. 7 shows cost reduction achieved by ECM for Differenti-
ated Services. For fragile failure model, there is a significant
cost reduction. For robust failure model, both approaches per-
form close to each other when the traffic load is low, but when
traffic load increases, ECM for Differentiated Services shows
less cost than pure ECM.
3) ILP Versus Heuristic: In Section III-B, we formulated

the backup reprovisioning problem into an ILP and provided
a heuristic. ILP reprovisions connections simultaneously to ex-
ploit EC to provide the connections with best possible protec-
tion scheme with link-capacity limitations. This helps to de-
crease SLA violations, but it might slightly increase upgrade
costs. Our heuristic reprovisions connections one by one, which
leads to the result that the higher the urgency level, the shorter
is the backup path for the connection. Shorter backup paths also
decrease SLA violations, but the heuristic does not solve the
problem for all connections simultaneously as ILP does. There-
fore, link capacity might be given to those connections that have
high UL, so other connections might have to be provisioned on
longer paths that slightly increase SLA violations. The cost sav-
ings compared to , if ECM uses ILP versus heuristic
for reprovisioing, are shown in Table III for network load 50
Erlangs (for larger network loads, ILP is intractable) and

. The average execution time of reprovisioning for ILP
takes days, while the heuristic solves the problem in minutes
on today's standard desktop computing platforms. By using the
proposed heuristic, results close to ILP can be achieved in a very
short time.

C. Discussion on ECM Parameters

The parameters of our ECM approach ( for admission
process, and in the objective function of ILP, in the

heuristic, for proactive reprovisioning) may change ECM's 
performance. The extensive number of numerical examples 
to investigate the effects of these parameters are generated 
(omitted here due to space limitation), and the results are briefly 
discussed in related subsections in Section III. Thus, the main 
message of this work, i.e., significant cost reduction can be 
achieved with our ECM approach, remains the same. We also 
explored the effects of network connectivity. For well-con-
nected topologies, since there is more opportunity to protect 
connections by DLP, SLA violations (so the total costs) can 
be reduced. For instance, COST239 European topology [39]
(whose network connectivity is higher than the US topology 
in Fig. 3) decreases SLA violations more than US topology 
(around 6.5% on average), especially for high network loads. 
The quantitative results are omitted due to space limitations.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an EC management scheme for 

differentiated services under traffic growth to reduce SLA vi-
olations and upgrade costs paid by the network operator. We 
also proposed some alternative excess capacity management ap-
proaches. In our numerical examples, we compared the pro-
posed schemes to some existing approaches to understand how 
they affect SLA violation penalty and upgrade costs under dif-
ferent traffic growth, failure, and cost models. Our approach sig-
nificantly reduces the total cost of network operator compared to 
traditional approaches. We also showed that by considering dif-
ferentiated protection needs of the connections, EC can be man-
aged more efficiently, where additional cost savings are very 
significant.
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